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Abstract 
This paper summarizes how socio-economic study has impact on the international innovative leadership in the 
United States. This article includes the review will focus and examine literature and theories related to public 
policy organizational effectiveness as well as diversity leadership. Online databases including search engines 
located relevant books, journals, articles, and dissertations. The search terms used were descriptive of various 
themes such as diversity, diversity leadership, public policy and public policy leadership, organizational 
leadership, public policy and leadership, cultural diversity, organizational effectiveness, and public policy 
effectiveness. Additionally, measurements of public policy organizations effectiveness have been narrowly 
focused on past practice failing to include multiple organizational aspects similar to other professional 
organizations.  Prior studies have been conducted in relationship to the effects of diversity leadership and 
leadership although related solely to the individual officer or the public policy organization.  Notwithstanding, 
studies have been sparse which suggest that diversity leadership initiatives or enhanced leadership, increase public 
effectiveness, let alone collectively. Limited studies are not the case concerning public policy. This study 
attempted to fill this gap by examining if leadership of public policy outcomes of diversity leadership initiatives 
and the level of leadership predicts public policy organizational effectiveness. All of these terms have assisted in 
locating contemporary and relevant research. The results of the critical review article with analysis both authors 
can be useful for any leaderships around the World to support social-economics changes. 
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Introduction 
Scholars argue that the absence of broader performance measures limit the effectiveness of public policy (Knight, 2014) 
although; varied perspectives of organizational effectiveness create issues for those seeking to evaluate the 
effectiveness of an organization (Kiehl, 2013).  In the past, the minimal indices of public policy effectiveness 
exemplified establishing control, protecting life and property, and avoiding injuries to the public policy themselves 
(Fielding, 1988).  Public policy organizations measure of effectiveness have varied and are not inclusive of the very 
practices that lead to effectiveness as it relates to modern day communities. The problem that public policy officials in 
the past have struggled with is embracing the broader practice of effectiveness, where they focus on the reporting of 
performance measures rather than on using them for improving service delivery to the community (Rivenbark, 
Roenigk, & Noto, 2013). Organizational effectiveness has in the past been a broader term for encompassing multiple 
constituents for measuring organizational performance (Kataria et al., 2013). 
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Only scholarly peer-reviewed articles were used to create the foundation of this review., Google Scholar and the 
online database Questia, identified peer-reviewed books, journals, and articles.  The ProQuest dissertation abstract 
database located dissertations whereas pertinent information resided particularly, within the abstracts, literature 
reviews, conclusions and findings of the various dissertations selected for this literature reviews.  All relevant 
books, journals, articles, and dissertations are categorized according to their publishing research dates, giving 
preference to those, published in the last five years. 
Using the resources above and relevant information within, will confer that the development of diversity 
leadership initiatives and leadership pursuing public policy effectiveness will allow public policy to build a 
foundation for legitimate and genuine relationships with all communities.  Many studies have suggested that to 
be effective; public policy must re-establish a credible relationship with the communities they serve but have 
failed to address detailed procedures for doing so. Past studies have also suggested that public policy should 
increase community-policing efforts as a response to the poor or non-existent relationships in those communities.  
These studies outlined specific community policing activities in which the public policy can engage in but have 
often failed to address the specific knowledge, skills, and abilities that public policy officers must acquire to 
accomplish the recommended community policing efforts successfully. 
Over 200 studies relating to public policy effectiveness measurements, including some relating to performance 
measurement more generally have been conducted (Tiwana, et al, 2015). These studies have not specifically 
studied the relationship of diversity leadership initiatives and leadership as it relates to public policy effectiveness.   
Garib (2013) concluded that a more advanced study would advantageously include improved methodological 
activities resulting in some objective data concerning organizational outcomes of diversity leadership. While 
Carrizales et al. (2016) assert that future research may look at the integration of cultural competency into public 
policy organizations and how its service delivery will make it a more effective public administration. Furthermore, 
this study examined if the leadership of public policy agencies high level of learning outcomes of diversity 
leadership initiatives combined with high level of leadership of leadership relates to a higher level of public policy 
organizational effectiveness than either leadership’s learning outcomes of diversity leadership initiatives or 
leadership alone. Diaz et al. (2015) suggest that research among interdisciplinary professionals is needed to 
identify and facilitate a more culturally competent and diversity educated workforce in order to possibly increase 
effective practices. The target population for the study was AACPD in Maryland specifically, Sergeants 
Lieutenants, Captains, Majors, Commanders, Assistant Chiefs, Deputy Chiefs, and Chief.  Public policy 
effectiveness will then be described as a wide organizational construct similarly to other professions as opposed 
to small or single measurements, which have been utilized terribly in the past. 
Theoretical Framework  
As demographics within the nation continue to evolve, there is a need for public policy to continue to find various 
strategies and solutions to what seems to be an insurmountable amount of complex problems to be effective in 
the communities they serve. Public policy has been the focus of criticism encountering ongoing problems over 
the existence of American policing which neither the public policy themselves or the community have been able 
to address. Hence, this literature review will place recent developments in ideology of policing in perspective 
drawn from Complexity of Problem Theory (CPT). 
The Complexity of Problem Theory within the publication, Public policy Problems: The Complexity of Problem 
Theory, Research and Evaluation developed by John Eck (2003) propositions that public policy problems be 
addressed by answering four core and fundamental questions paralleling the SARA (Scanning, Analysis, 
Response and Assessment) problem-solving process. Insomuch, the CPT is appropriate to be employed this 
particular study. Overall, CPT distinguishes problem-oriented policing, which should not be confused with 
community policing.  CPT can be applied to any public policy problem. 
In this research, CPT is the foundational lens in which we view and investigate the issue of increasing public 
policy effectiveness by way of diversity leadership and leadership.  There is a significant difference between 
public policy and citizen perceptions of public policy effectiveness (Ward, 2013).  To be effective both the public 
policy and citizens of the community must agree upon what is effective policing, meeting the needs of the public. 
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Cross-cultural adaptability meets the public’s needs and represents an opportunity for public policy organizations 
to move toward becoming more culturally proficient (Elton, 2013). The problem of realizing public policy 
effectiveness is of critical concern, the efficacy of public policy means public policy are meeting the needs of the 
community. Both public policy and citizens perspectives are relevant albeit the community’s perception is of 
primary concern given that public policy are public servants who are to serve the public and not themselves. 
Policing is a profession even supposing the public policy cannot suggest that they know what is best for the 
community. Policing then includes understanding what mechanisms can assist them in serving the community 
and being effective in applying them. 
Organizational effectiveness in professional organizations includes a component of customer service. Policing 
claims to be a profession therefore, public policy cannot exclude the aspect of customer service.  In this case, the 
communities are the customers. Customer satisfaction is contingent upon meeting the client's needs.  Multicultural 
communities have an assortment of needs in which public policy continually attempt to address. Meeting these 
requirements can only be done effectively by an increased knowledge of the diverse cultures that they currently 
serve. 
Diversity in public policy in this study will speak on two fronts, the actual diversity of public policy officers and 
the diversity each officer faces in today’s multi-cultural communities.  There is a gap in the literature as to if 
leadership, which Halla (2014) theory explains, increases our ability to interact meaningfully with people of other 
cultures, leads to public policy effectiveness. The research was conducted to ascertain if diversity leadership 
initiatives and leadership both separately and combined will predict public policy organizational effectiveness 
once endorsed by leadership and, if both or, either will be a major contributing factor to public policy 
organizational effectiveness, particularly from the viewpoint of public policy leaders. 
Diversity leadership within public policy agencies is not without limitations, for example; if not embraced by the 
hierarchy, diversity leadership may not be worth the effort. Although, scholars suggest that more research needs 
to directly examine the casual linking of learning outcomes of diversity leadership with organizational outcomes 
(King et al. (2012). Cunningham (2012) referring to diversity leadership mentions that; there is a need to further 
examine through research, the possibilities of when and under what conditions diversity leadership improves 
organizational performance. This gap and suggestions for further research are imperative as the communities that 
public policy serve become more diverse. 
Cultural competency can be measured using various tools and self-assessment mechanisms. Fletcher (2014) 
mentions that additional research is needed to develop an understanding of how increased knowledge of leadership 
will affect organizational capacity leading to increased organizational effectiveness. Schutte (2014) contends that 
future research should focus on leadership leadership that is effective in improving leadership for practitioners 
that translates to better outcomes for clients increasing organizational efficacy. 
The study examined if leadership of public policy agencies learning outcomes of diversity leadership initiatives 
and the level of leadership of leadership predicts public policy organizational effectiveness. Garib (2013) 
concluded that a more advanced study would advantageously include improved methodological activities 
resulting in some objective data concerning organizational outcomes of diversity leadership. While Carrizales et 
al. (2016) assert that future research may look at the integration of cultural competency into public policy 
organizations and how its service delivery will make it a more effective public administration. Furthermore, this 
study examined if the leadership of public policy agencies high level of learning outcomes of diversity leadership 
initiatives combined with high level of leadership of leadership predicts to a higher level of public policy 
organizational effectiveness than either leadership’s learning outcomes of diversity leadership initiatives or 
leadership alone. Diaz et al. (2015) suggest that research among interdisciplinary professionals is needed to 
identify and facilitate a more culturally competent and diversity educated workforce in order to possibly increase 
effective practices which, was done by researching cultural competency of officers and how diversity leadership 
initiatives related to public policy effectiveness (Figure 1). The target population for the study was AACPD in 
Maryland specifically, Sergeants Lieutenants, Captains, Majors, Commanders, Assistant Chiefs, Deputy Chiefs, 
and Chief. The research addressed the problem of effectiveness. 
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The CPT also suggests that research and evaluation can improve the practice of policing through a problem-
oriented policing strategy, applied by community organizations, government agencies, with or without the public 
policy (Eck, 2003). Two problems are presented.  The overall problem of poor or non-existent public policy-
community relationships and, the issue of increasing public policy effectiveness through diversity leadership and 
leadership, which is the study’s focus. Eck’s (2003) CPT insists that a research agenda be created to address 
problems of the public policy by answering four fundamental questions: “What are problems? What causes 
problems? How can we find effective solutions to problems?  Moreover, how can we learn from problem 
solving?” (p.79). 
As the literature review will demonstrate, increasing public policy effectiveness is a problem, and the research 
attempted to critically address this issue through evaluating it by investigating how it is related or not, by diversity 
leadership initiatives and leadership. The policing profession would significantly address the problem of 
establishing a genuine relationship with the communities they serve by enhancing and justifying additional 
resource allocation towards diversity leadership and leadership founding it to be related to public policy 
effectiveness. The relationship between public policy and community may benefit by constant analysis. 
Addressing the relationship between public policy and the communities they serve, specifically Black and 
multicultural communities is essential to effective policing. In this sense, public policy recognizes that there is a 
problem in public policy treatment of minorities mainly within the very communities they reside but are taking 
some steps to address it (Woods, 2014). The current tumultuous environment leaves many public policy officers 
perplexed defaulting back to the single focus of maintaining law and order. This narrow context often exasperates 
multicultural communities because of the perceptions or reality of unequal treatment and a lack of understanding 
of the daily strife minorities’ encounter. Sparrow (2015) explains this relationship explicitly: 
Residents of poor and minority community neighborhoods with serious disorder problems often have 
antagonistic relations with the public policy. They regard the public policy as another of their problems; 
frequently perceive them to be arrogant, brutal, racist, and corrupt. (p. 13)  
Forcing or coercing public policy relations will not be successful.  CPT suggests that the problem addressed in 
this study, enhancing public policy and community relations, is deconstructed through research in the effort that 
public policy better understand the problem at hand. The initial framework of CPT is to develop problem-oriented 
policing to address the various challenges public policy face.  The reliance of problem-oriented public policy is 
paramount to the CPT although it may also be the theory’s Achilles’ heel. With all of the problems that public 
policy face today it is questionable if policing has the stamina to address the overwhelming amount of its 
problems.  In response, CPT recommends that increasing systematic information exchange among public policy 
agencies be part of the answer (Eck, 2003). A researcher sharing their findings in regard to specific problems 
through a comprehensive mechanism all public policy can access is an operable strategy. 
As a potential antidote addressing the problem in this study, including diversity leadership and enhancing the 
leadership of officers can serve as an initiator to establishing a genuine relationship with multicultural 
communities.  The two are related to increasing effectiveness of public policy. Insomuch, public policy agencies 
across the nation could develop a viable strategy to incorporate both diversity leadership and leadership, which 
could not only increase organizational effectiveness but change the dynamics of the public policy-community 
relationship significantly. 
Therefore, the literature review presents the following topics in sections with subtopics to be covered and 
discussed explicitly. Each of these sections is composed of subsections. To facilitate an in-depth understanding 
of the solutions to the problem of increasing public policy effectiveness, employed is the foundational theory 
framework of the CPT, particularly the third fundamental question. The third question is essential in this study 
and understanding this literature review; how can we find effective solutions to problems? In this research as 
previously mentioned, increasing public policy effectiveness is the problem.  The study investigates and reviews 
the literature of diversity leadership initiatives and leadership further establishing a theoretical framework for 
future research. 
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The first section is diversity-leadership initiatives subtopics within are, understanding/accepting diversity and 
leadership, outcomes and effects. The second section of leadership includes subtopics, leadership in the public 
policy and enhancing leadership.  The last section of the literature review is public policy effectiveness with 
subtopics, public policy organizational efficacy and measures and models of effectiveness. 
Review of the Literature 
A properly structured literature review provides context for the study and establishes a structure for the 
information within. The literature review provides the theoretical framework and research-based grounding for 
the study (Pemberton, 2012). The design of the literature review is critical; it is intended to provide an in-depth 
understanding of the research study for the reader who is unfamiliar with the topic of the study. It is designed to 
flow sequentially establishing the purpose of the research and why it is important. Concluding each major section 
with a summary that ties the literature back to purpose and significance of the study makes clear to the reader why 
the literature just read is important and relevant (Pemberton, 2012). Equally important, the summary of each 
section will include a brief synopsis of valid points, strengths, weaknesses and applicability of the study. 
This literature review will espouse literature on effectiveness from the position whereas public policy 
organizations are in fact organizations. The same metrics of effectiveness used by other agencies regardless of the 
nature of their business to measure effectiveness applies to law enforcement.  In the past, this has not been the 
case as across the nation public policy organizations continue to design and establish measurements of 
effectiveness specific to that organization. Whether crime rate, case clearance rate, arrests or even the amount of 
tickets written, the measurements of public policy organizations are not standardized. The lack of standardization 
of organizational effectiveness measures in public policy creates ambiguity in understanding if public policy 
organizations are effective, particularly in comparing likewise organizations. 
An extensive review of literature related to public policy effectiveness revealed three significant studies. These 
studies support this research topic to be explored, the effects of public policy leader’s diversity management 
leadership initiatives and leadership on perceived effective policing: Legrand and Bronitt (2012), Coleman (2012). 
Tiwana et al. (2015), Sparrow (2015) and Tozlu and Tuzen (2016). These studies agree that the research topic is 
worth studying because; leadership can affect the effectiveness of the public policy and because current 
mechanisms and initiatives used to increase public policy effectiveness are insufficient and limited.  Public policy 
organizations evolve and what increases effectiveness must also adapt. More importantly, public policy executives 
need an in-depth understanding of what leads to effectiveness particularly as it relates to the citizens they serve 
to pursue, achieve, and realize public policy efficacy. 
Ultimately, the predictor variables of diversity leadership initiatives and leadership was added to the data 
separately and collectively to ascertain the effects on public policy organizational effectiveness, the criterion 
variable. All sections will include a definition and explanation of the variable discussed.  The definition will assist 
in understanding the overall problem.  In line with CPT, it is paramount that we address the first of four questions; 
what the problem is, thus beginning each section with a definition. 
The initial section, diversity leadership, includes literature which speaks of what diversity is, how it is understood 
and accepted in an organizational context and its relevance to public policy organizations.  It also presents 
important literature concerning the importance and reasons for why diversity leadership is necessary for policing.  
Leadership is paramount, but its efficacy and outcomes are the keys to the success of the leadership.  Literature 
concerning the leadership results and its effectiveness is next. The literature is compared and contains specific 
measures, which may increase the outcome and effects of diversity leadership on an organization and individual. 
Individual leadership is the second focus of the literature review.  Leadership continues to develop literature, 
which stresses its importance and relevancy to interacting with diverse people and multicultural communities.  
The review identifies literature concerning its application to public policy organizations, initially identifying 
literature from other agencies narrowing the literature specifically to policing.  Leadership is a continuum.  The 
literature presented then suggests how to increase individual and organizational competence in the public policy 
organization through different learning mechanisms. 
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Public policy effectiveness is the final section of the literature review.  Effectiveness is a complicated but well 
thought out premise in any organization, which requires relevant measurements.  Thereby organizational 
efficiency and its measures are included in this in-depth literature review. The in-depth review is necessary and 
based on the foundational theory; CPT. Without the proper knowledge included in this review, the SARA problem 
is not applicable the overall goal of problem-oriented policing has always been to build a knowledge base about 
types of problems that guide public policy action at that problem (Eck, 2003). 
 
Figure 1. Leadership theory 
Source: Mindwerx.com. 
Understanding and accepting diversity. The definition of diversity evolves as globalization continues to 
accelerate. The many aspects of diversity have scholars perplexed when attempting to agree on a common 
definition. DeGeorge (1995) insists that diversity is nothing less than an extension of affirmative action programs 
in the workplace. Bohm (2013) defines diversity as, visible and subjective differences between people. Seedall et 
al., (2014) suggest that diversity is the state of being diverse, variety, a range of different things.  While the most 
simplistic definition, the difference between us (Lee, Chancellor, Chu, Rodriguez-Mori, & Roy, 2015) continues 
to be in line with the other researchers excluding DeGeorge (1995).  As the literature progresses, definitions 
become more complicated and inclusive of other factors. Peery, Julian, Avery and Henry (2013) explain that 
diversity is the development of a culture where individuals and organization move beyond simple tolerance, where 
they embrace and celebrate the richness of debate and dialogue based on the difference. 
These definitions may not address the second of the four questions drawn from the CPT; what causes the problem? 
The four questions should not be confused with attempting to answer the overall problem, which is addressing 
the dysfunctional relationship between public policy and community.  The focus is drawing from the CPT 
framework to address the issue of public policy effectiveness. A simple definition of diversity may be a simple 
response to the question above although, in this case, simplicity will not be able to address the complex construct 
of diversity and how it relates to effectiveness. A more comprehensive definition of diversity, which includes the 
various aspects surrounding the proposed research topic, would be more beneficial in this literature review and is 
subsequently sought and presented. 
Perhaps, it is the complication and differences in defining diversity inclusive of other contexts and factors assist 
us in acknowledging how broad diversity is. Seedall et al. (2014) identify race, culture, ethnicity, gender, 
socioeconomic status, sexual orientation, ability, and religion/spirituality as the social identities most commonly 
associated with diversity.  Seedall et al. (2014) also note that not all articles, which address issues of diversity, do 
so from a social justice perspective. Chin, Desormeaux, & Sawyer (2016) references multi-cultures in defining 
diversity from within the multicultural literature based on principals of inclusiveness, leadership, difference and 
multi-cultures valuing the differences between groups and the inclusion of all groups. Over time, collective 
understanding of diversity has grown to include other groups, and the focus of diversity in some organizations is 
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on a wider range of differences, including sexual orientation, gender identity, age, religion, nationality, work style 
and more (Katz & Miller, 2016). 
When diversity is explained in inclusive of terms and constructs such as socioeconomic status, gender, culture, 
religion, gender and social identity and they are placed within a public policy context, we reflect upon how 
policing was conducted during the civil rights era. Bigotry, prejudice, intolerance, racism and inequities often 
raised its ugly head in the form of a public policy officer seen as the agent of the government enforcing oppressive 
laws which impacted Black communities disproportionally, such as Jim Crow laws. Analyzing this information 
in the context of CPT second of four questions, what is the problem?  The problem is that multicultural and 
particularly Black communities still see public policy in this light. The problem is defining diversity in an 
inclusive but not offensive model. 
Applicable to the problem of how diversity is defined, Alcott (2012) theorizes that learning requirements should 
be specifically designed to provide incoming officers with the competencies to apply critical reflective practice, 
problem-solving and efficient decision-making, which are designed to increase and accept the understanding of 
social diversity and community engagement. Although, the literature is not convincing about this aspect. The 
intention is to deliver public policy officers into the operational field that can deal with members of the community 
in a way that provides a more considerate and proportionate service (Alcott, 2012). 
By engaging in the culturally diverse activities public policy can understand diversity better than they have in the 
past. Ben-Porat et al. (2012) suggest that management is crucial to embracing diversity when they state that the 
premise of diversity management is that organizations must embrace diversity to thrive in the modern world.  
Mandates, as suggested above, do not satisfy today’s need for diversity. The need for embracing diversity goes 
far beyond legislative requirements (Brecher, 2012). Zakin (2012) suggests that tolerating and accepting diversity 
starts with the recognition of one's self in comparison to others, which leads to an appreciation of difference and 
similarity. 
Fleming (2012) described sharing the knowledge that he gains by accepting himself allowed him to celebrate 
diversity as a result connecting with others who were different. Referencing the embracing of diversity within an 
organizational context Brecher (2012) gives four tips for embracing differences or diversity; Prevent groupthink, 
broaden perspectives, generate new ideas and participate in globalization. These four tips are a viable response to 
the CPT third question of how can we find solutions to problems, albeit the lack of understanding diversity as an 
organizational goal to increase public policy effectiveness. 
More recently Burke, Teague, Ward, and Worrall (2016) suggest that the embracing of diversity depends on your 
barometer or what diversity is, mediated by the culture of the organization. If the culture is a collectively held set 
of beliefs, then everyone in the organization contributes to that culture which is embracing diversity, its impact 
regarding values espouses a demonstrative commitment to diversity and equality (Burke et al., 2016).  Success 
goes beyond tolerance to embracing and incorporating differences according to Brecher (2012). A diverse 
workplace is needed for organizations to stay current with contemporary culture and move into the future 
(Brecher, 2012).  
Again, embracing diversity addresses the third of four questions within the CPT. By embracing diversity, we are 
answering; how can we find effective solutions to the problem. Identifying what is diversity as a problem; 
specifically, in a country of multicultural communities public policy are less likely to understand diversity.  
Although by providing an in-depth definition and implementing strategies for embracing diversity we address the 
first three or four basic questions within the theory used for the proposed research study, CPT. Even though at 
this stage the fourth issue, how can we learn from problem solving remains to be elusive.  Forecasting would 
suggest that this question could be answered eventually as this issue of a lack of understanding of diversity among 
public policy dissipates. The matter of learning from problem solving is an ambitious undertaking, but then we 
have some clues on how we can proceed (Eck, 2003).              
The definition of diversity runs the gambit although the strength of diversity through its definition particularly 
from Seedall et al. (2014) who recognizes diversity as something tangible but also a construct is beneficial.  Chin 
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et al. (2016), Fleming (2012) and Burke et al. (2016) all suggest variables of self-identification, which can be 
faulty, based upon self-categorization, i.e. even though we look different we are the same. In this context, there is 
no diversity, so it is impossible to embrace. Alcott (2012) suggests developing a leadership curriculum that will 
increase competencies if officers are to be adept at handling the plethora of issues when confronted with serving 
diverse communities. Proceeding in this fashion demonstrates a partial or piecemeal understanding of learning 
from attempting to problem solve the lack of an understanding of diversity and its definition by public policy 
inclusive of social constructs. 
Seedall et al. (2014) then offers the most objective definition of diversity for this study as it limits variation and 
is applicable and inclusive of social constructs.  Applicable to this study, Alcott (2012) theorizes that learning 
requirements should be specifically designed to provide incoming officers with the competencies to apply critical 
reflective practice, problem-solving and efficient decision-making, which are designed to increase and accept the 
understanding of social diversity and community engagement although, literature is not convincing in this aspect. 
Leadership, outcomes, and effects.  A major concern and question arises when discussing diversity; how we can 
make diversity a viable part of our culture.  Some of the greatest challenges to achieving diversity and inclusion 
in our educational institutions are getting leadership and faculty to model cultural differences and mentor students 
(White, Louis, Persky, Howell, Griffin, Simmons-Yon, & Scolaro, 2013). White et al. (2013) theorize that to 
achieve societal diversity and inclusion, a multifaceted effort is required, involving a continuum of institutional 
strategies, including innovative models and other high impact programs. 
The researchers above suggest challenges in realizing diversity-leadership initiatives. Many pre-service and 
current teachers simply do not understand what multicultural education is or looks like (Freeman, Izzard, Faulkner, 
& Charles, 2012). Credibility may lie with teachers in schools and universities educated in diversity and multicultural 
education themselves. Freeman et al. (2012) mention that the candidate teacher population in many educational 
programs is approximately 70% Caucasian in many parts of the country. White et al. (2013) suggest that the road to 
diversity initiatives is through our leadership in educational institutions. Freeman et al. (2012) offer that it is the teachers 
themselves who cannot apply diversity initiatives because of their lack of education in the subject matter which may 
or may not be related to their race but this assertion from Freeman et al. (2012) does not dismiss that diversity leadership 
initiatives must begin in our educational institutions. 
The intended result of diversity leadership is to change behaviors.  Returning to the foundational theory of what the 
proposed research is drawn from, CPT includes a behavioral dimension.   This behavioral dimension is related to the 
last of the four questions emphasized in theory; how can we learn from problem solving. Learning from problems 
solving and uniformly applying it, we must use learning institutions as a mechanism. The suggestion of formally 
educating public policy through learning institutions allows public policy to learn from post problem solving. Within 
the CPT, the behavioral dimension is important because it draws attention to the way public policy act, the interaction 
among participants in a problem, and their motivations (Eck, 2003). 
Development and implementation of a comprehensive institutional strategy intended to create an inclusive 
educational environment must be implemented to ensure diversity and racial inclusion among our educators 
(White et al., 2013).  Program initiatives must be implemented to attract students from a variety of ethnic and 
cultural backgrounds, focusing on increasing the number of minority and underrepresented individuals who apply, 
are admitted, matriculated and graduate (White et al., 2013).  This proposed template offers constructive advice 
for diversity initiatives within public policy departments and their learning institution. 
Public policy leadership within public policy academies equates to a learning institution despite its questionable 
efficacy complicating the proposed research. Investigating the impact of diversity leadership on public policy 
effectiveness, one assumes that the learning mechanisms selected are capable and efficient in leadership resulting 
in positive leadership outcomes.  Public policy academies continue to be the venues where public policy 
departments receive their education and instruction. Birzer (1999) suggests that most public policy academies 
conduct leadership using a lecture format, which emphasizes obedience and does not encourage effective learning. 
The aforementioned supports Beu and Nepravishta (2013) suggesting that the challenges of the public policy 
education system face some obstacles of formation type, which lead to a lack of the public policy education to 
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achieve university levels. Insomuch, understanding that educational institutions have considerable challenges in 
creating strategies to include diversity, public policy academies equally have challenges in achieving effective 
learning, which rises to the level of universities. 
Birzer (1999) and Rice and White Roberts (2010) assert that diversity leadership is needed; Cultural diversity 
represents an important area that public policy trainers must include in the curricula (Birzer, 1999).  Cadets must 
receive a clear message at this early stage that racially biased policing is inappropriate, illegal, and is not tolerated 
(Rice & White Roberts, 2010). The gap between effectiveness and diversity leadership will be investigated 
thoroughly and aligns closely within CPT in identifying solutions to problems, in this case, effectiveness by way 
of increasing diversity. CPT emphasizes this when Eck (2003) insists that removing vague concerns and requiring 
specificity enhances problem analysis and solution identification. 
Researchers outline several problems with diversity leadership, which will be considered in the proposed study. 
Diversity-leadership initiatives rarely incorporate the experience of unequal treatment (King et al. (2012). The 
salient feature of evaluating diversity leadership for effectiveness is questionable. Soldan and Nankervis (2014) 
mentioned that diversity leadership could not be easily tested, observed or assessed. A lack of measurements is 
not related to organizational commitment. Soldan and Nankervis (2014) suggests transforming the organization's 
commitment to diversity leadership and management.  Organizational action resulting in effectiveness espouses 
a gap between how diversity leadership and management is practiced (Soldan & Nankervis, 2014). Positive 
outcomes of diversity leadership are of extreme importance for the proposed study. Coupled with organizational 
commitment particularly line managers diversity leadership provides a rough draft for realizing public policy 
effectiveness, the core of the proposed study. 
Public policy leadership, particularly diversity leadership requires a conduit to achieve applicability. Leadership 
programs are not effective if line managers such as public policy Sergeants are unable to or do not transfer what 
they have learned to their job (Cocchiara, Connerley, & Bell, 2010).  Cocchiara et al. (2010) contend that the 
measure of the effectiveness of diversity leadership is dependent on Sergeants transferring what is learned in 
diversity leadership although this does not gauge how effective diversity leadership is despite Sergeant’s 
influence. Seong and Doo-Seung (2013) argues that supervisors can take advantage of benefits of diversity by 
fostering cooperative group norms. 
Soldan and Nankervis (2014) insist that evidence of whether these programs (diversity leadership) are effective 
in meeting their intended goals is sparse. Without nailing down the various classifications of diversity, it is 
difficult to measure results. A majority of appropriate diversity classifications are based on perception and are 
dichotomous (Simons & Rowland, 2011). These perceptions can be mediated by how one perceives them. Garib 
(2013) suggests that the social categorization perspective is based on the tenet that diversity is influenced by how 
people can be more similar or more different than others on the basis of how they categorize themselves and 
others. Hurtado and Deangelo (2012) reference a series of studies conducted by the Higher Education Research 
Institute (HERI) at the University of California-Los Angeles, basing results on surveys administered as a part of 
the Cooperative Institutional Research Program (CIRP). CIRP surveys contain a comprehensive set of measures 
that capture not only students’ civic and diversity-related experiences, but also outcomes that can be linked with 
educational purposeful activities by faculty and staff. According to Hurtado and Deangelo (2012), the results of 
the surveys show that peer environment is powerful, yet and underutilized tool for learning. 
It is unknown if social identity theory applies in policing or if public policy see themselves as peers. Social identity 
consists of social categorizations or groups to which one perceives membership or belonging (Simmons & 
Greenwell, 2014). Through these group memberships, the individual adopts the values and beliefs of the social 
group, which creates a social identity shared with other members of that group (Dwyer, Eddy, & LeCrom, 2014). 
If seen as peers within a group, are White and Black officers from various public policy organizations that lack 
diversity more or less likely to be effective when it comes to the outcome of their duties?  Notably, Hurtado and 
Deangelo (2012) theorized that having had intellectual or meaningful and honest discussions about race or ethnic 
relations outside of a formal setting with peers of a different race or ethnicity also contributes to the development 
of strong habits associated with being more diverse. 
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As in any profession peers interact informally, however, the frequency and specifics of the informal interaction 
are unclear.  This is essential to understanding the relationship of diversity leadership initiatives and how if at all 
that they relate to increased public policy effectiveness. The study investigated this aspect.  Additionally, even 
though White and Black officers may see each other as peers based on the social, organizational and social identity 
theories, they will have various conceptions and interpretations of diversity as explained in this section. Perhaps 
these officers have some understanding of what diversity is to address complicated issues before diversity 
leadership.  It is unknown if peers are affected by diversity leadership similarly. The research intended to ascertain 
if White and Black officers as peers increase their understanding of diversity through diversity leadership 
increasing effectiveness despite how they previously defined or viewed diversity based on their past experiences. 
Social organization and social identity theories are important aspects relating to if diversity leadership increases 
the effectiveness of public policy officers as based on their interaction with peers, notwithstanding ethnicity and 
race.  Garib (2013) insists that although people may categorize themselves as diverse, complex problems are only 
solved by the availability of various viewpoints, as similar viewpoints do not add significant value. Even though 
one’s construction of the self can be comprised of a number of different identities (Matherne, Hill, & Hamilton, 
2016) which emphasize Garib (2013) contention that having different opinions based on multiple identities on a 
team or organization can contribute to positive outcome for all members not just the in-group. 
The perspective on out-group trust is that it yields positive relationships between ethnic diversity and in-groups 
(Gundelach, 2014).  Gundelach (2014) explains that out-group trust means trust across cultural identities, i.e. trust 
in people with whom one does not share and recognize a common group identity. A productive scenario presents 
itself when a new member has friends or acquaintances in both the in-group and out-group (Stura & Lepadatu, 
2014). Unfortunately, literature is varied with some studies supporting out-group trust leading to positive 
relationships recognizing and accepting diverse individuals and others do not. 
Emphasizing social categorization and social identity theories in a group among peers through formal and 
informal interaction may result in a normalization of the group despite team members being composed of various 
individual differences and ethnicities regardless of sub-groups. Many social groups do include sub-groups.  It is 
then prudent to investigate public policy as a group when researching if and how diversity-leadership initiatives 
predict public policy effectiveness. 
White et al. (2013) study has several strengths as they suggest that diversity leadership must use a multi-faceted 
approach and spearheaded by leadership who must model diversity. CPT offers a capacity for multiple 
interventions in various contexts. Comparative to White et al. (2013) suggestion that diversity leadership being 
multi-faceted, Eck (2003) CPT suggests that problems require multiple interventions in multiple contexts. Another 
strength that White et al. (2103) asserts is that those who have an in-depth understanding of diversity conduct the 
leadership and that the staff instructing diversity should reflect diversity in their make-up. 
Birzer (1999) and Rice and White Roberts (2010) also assert that diversity leadership is necessary although, Birzer 
(1999) whom study is dated, contradicts himself when he mentions diversity leadership is needed but then explains 
that most traditional public policy leadership at the public policy academy is ineffective. Reinforced by Beu and 
Nepravishta (2013) who mention that public policy-leadership fall short of desires and public policy educational 
institutions should aim at equivalence to diplomas, certifications or other academic recognitions of homolog 
academies and institutions. Birzer (1999) does not suggest who or where public policy then should train presenting 
a confusing and weak case of overall leadership particularly, diversity leadership. 
Diversity being about classification which Garib (2013), Gundelach (2014) and Hurtado and Deangelo (2012) 
agree although, the strength within this context lies within literature from Hurtado and Deangelo (2012). The two 
reference several valuable studies related to peer interaction and the increased outcome of diversity through 
informal interaction and the subsequent self.   Hurtado and Deangelo (2012) literature applies to this study as it 
more closely reflects what society is today; multicultural and diversely grouped to obtain a common 
organizational mission as social and organizational peers.  Both White et al. (2013) and Hurtado and Deangelo 
(2012) studies are possibilities for the field of policing in the efforts to formalize a viable plan for positive 
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outcomes of diversity leadership initiatives among the public policy. Needed is additional study and research to 
fully understand how the two studies can be applied instrumentally for public policy effectiveness. 
Social categorization theory, the grouping of officers who are diverse and see themselves as peers may be more 
applicable to effectiveness operating in multicultural communities even though there is not much literature which 
supports this theory. Studies such as; Cocchiara et al. (2010) and Seong and Doo-Seung (2013) imply that the 
relevance of buy-in of diversity leadership or public policy leadership in general particularly by line managers or 
public policy Sergeants seem to mediate if leadership is applied and realized at the service or street level 
particularly, within multicultural communities. 
Leadership 
Leadership in the public policy 
In the past there has been literature on competence, which has suggested that it is a non-contributing factor within 
the policing profession. Fielding (1988) alluded to organizational competence and competence as insufficient or, 
not applicable to public policy work. Fielding (1988) theorized that the basis of organizational competence is 
experiential and that it is only through the work that public policy learn the craft.  Associated with that theory, 
Fielding (1988) suggested that a prescriptive definition of competence is unlikely to change policing.  Leadership 
can be found in practice as early as the 1800s even supposing it was not until the 1980s that a collective effort to 
promote culturally competent practitioners emerged (Carrizales et al., 2016). 
Leadership may be more prominent as it relates to policing as the multi-cultural community’s public policy serve 
do not resemble those of what policing faced when Fielding (1988) conducted his study. Public policy often is 
called to multicultural and Black communities to address problems. The research proposes that many public 
policies who do not belong to multicultural communities have a weak understanding of the culture residing within. 
Solutions to these problems by public policy many times do not fall within the culture being unacceptable to 
community members. These unacceptable solutions complicate and develop more problems. 
It is also proposed, because of a lack of leadership the public policy believe that solutions offered are crosscutting. 
When these solutions are not accepted public policy frequently, default back to the context of establishing law 
and order. Frustrated at what is seen by public policy as resistance and a lack of respect for authority.  The study 
suggests that the more leadership public policy have, the more solutions available within the varied cultural 
contexts they serve, ultimately increasing public policy effectiveness. The study investigated the effects of 
increased leadership on public policy effectiveness in the effort to address the problem described above. 
Theoretical assumptions of CPT include the classification scheme of challenges, common problems and system 
problems.  Leadership within the public policy is a systems problem. Eck (2003) asserts that the definition of a 
particular problem must also include the background, behaviors, and the environment the problem resides in to 
begin to analyze and address the problem. The study applies and uses this aspect of the CPT in understanding a 
proposed lack of leadership within the public policy. 
Leadership defined as a term despite the fact that it is two words with individual meanings. Dean (2001) defines 
leadership as learning about history and shared characteristics of different groups using this knowledge to create 
bridges and increase understanding of other groups.  Carrizales et al. (2016) outlines a broader definition 
describing leadership as a continuum with no absolute fixed endpoint; that is neither an exact bottom for total 
cultural incompetence nor an exact top measure.  Culture may influence how specific communities conduct their 
daily lives. When one culture intersects with another discord is possible but unknown is; how an increased level 
of leadership minimizes difference. 
Globalization has been mentioned to be a long-standing event facilitating the merging of cultures. This merging 
of cultures has presented an assortment of problems, in particular for the public policy.  In the effort to eliminate 
or remove the problems resulting in the colliding of cultures, the study explored how leadership allows public 
policy to engage in their duties with increased effectiveness. The theory that increased leadership leads to greater 
public policy effectiveness lends itself to the bigger problem of poor public policy-community relationships. As 
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described in CPT, the proposed solution presents a scheme for future research and subsequent action. This 
framework suggests that attention to problem features that are common to all problems should be succinctly 
understood (Eck, 2003). What the first step in the proposed theory of leadership leading to public policy 
effectiveness is then to understand it clearly. Explored will be the definitions of leadership within the literature. 
Mehrabanfar (2015) suggests that globalization roots in a history of humanity; in fact, cross-cultural transactions 
in trade and science are the first reasons of human integration started mainly from European confronts with Eastern 
civilizations such as following Iranian scholar’s works.  Unlike Dean (2001) and Carrizales et al. (2016) more 
current definitions include a cognitive function. Von Bergen, Von Bergen, Stubblefield and Bandow (2012) define 
leadership as the knowledge and skills that one should possess to serve or engage a person from a cultural 
background different from his/her own. Cooper, Vellurattil, and Quinones-Boex,  (2014) define leadership more 
explicitly; leadership is the ability to provide a service to others with diverse values, beliefs and behaviors, and to 
tailor their service to clients’ social-cultural and linguistic needs. 
Cicolini, Pelle, Comparcini, Tomietto, Cerratti, Schim, and Simonetti (2015) provide a detailed definition 
explaining that; leadership describes the incorporation of personal, cultural diversity experience, awareness, and 
sensitivity into everyday practice. Glickman, Olsen, and Rowthorn (2015) define leadership as a process, which 
incorporates cultural awareness, knowledge, skills, encounters, and desires as opposed to an endpoint behavior. 
The most current definition extrapolated is outlined by Carrizales et al. (2016); defining cultural competency as 
specific organizational actions and policies that enable the organization to serve its culturally diverse populations 
efficiently. 
Public policy departments are organizations that often serve diverse communities. Literature reveals and suggests 
that leadership is needed and belongs in policing.  Leadership is a developmental process for the individual and 
the organization (Elton, 2013).  Rice (2007) insists that community-policing engagement must develop cultural 
competency programming within the organization. Fletcher (2014) gives several reasons for promoting and 
accepting cultural competency in public administrations and public policy; cultural competency recognizes that 
cultural context in which public encounters occur and, cultural competency presents an opportunity to address the 
often-inaccurate public service and programs provided to minority populations and service delivery officials are 
better prepared to do their job (Fletcher, 2014).  Finally, Rice (2007) theorizes that as an organizational feature, 
cultural competency is more than just a part of program content or interpersonal communication styles between 
public policy and clients. 
Among the literature concerning of leadership outlined above, definitions vary.  The work of Fielding (1988) can 
be credited with focusing on leadership in policing in its early stages yet it is weak asserting that it is not applicable 
to public policy and will not affect policing however Fielding (1988) suggests indirectly that through some 
unknown vehicle public policy may increase leadership by engaging in policing.   Dean (2001) also states that 
leadership can be learned through studying history to increase knowledge to create bridges by understanding other 
groups. Dean (2001) similar to Fielding (1988) described that leadership can be learned but both fail to link this 
learning in an organizational, differences, service or cognitive context. 
Discussion 
Literature from Carrizales et al. (2016) provides a background of leadership and explains it as a continuum, which 
has some applicability. Cooper et al. (2014), Cicolini et al. (2015), Glickman et al. (2015) and particularly 
Carrizales et al. (2016), literature describes leadership in a more explicit fashion insisting that the definition 
includes; personal experiences, skills, knowledge, diverse beliefs, values, behaviors and service to clients’ needs.  
It is possible that the inclusion of the aforementioned factors creates a conduit for the study, as these factors can 
easily be associated to organizational outcomes or effectiveness. Carrizales et al. (2016) despite including some 
ambiguity in describing leadership in ambiguous terms early makes up ground by insisting that specific 
organizational actions and policies outline leadership with the end result being the effectiveness of serving 
culturally diverse populations (communities). This literature was worthy of pairing with the study as the outcomes 
are expressed, as are clients, multicultural or culturally diverse communities. 
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The last component of policing itself is emphasized within the literature of Rice (2007), Elton (2013) and Fletcher 
(2014). The parallel of defining leadership and its relevance to public policy is pronounced as the three studies 
essential dyad for public policy organizational effectiveness, congruent with this study.  The subsequent study 
includes the investigation of this aspect of leadership upon public policy effectiveness. 
Enhancing leadership 
The suggestion to increase or enhance leadership has been the focus of various literatures. Some literature suggests 
practice as a vehicle to accomplish this. Rice (2007) mentions that one approach to such has been a call for public 
policy and other public service providers to practice cultural competency in their engagement and interactions 
with clients.  Sales, Jonkman, Connor and Hall (2013) suggest that whereas ideologies and behaviors that have 
been held and practiced for years require time to change; short experiences when built over time, could effectively 
change beliefs. 
Literature developed by Sales et al. (2013) also suggests that based on the results of a demographic study, which 
anticipated increased changes in the United States. It may be necessary for colleges and schools with limited 
resources to integrate learning opportunities by focusing on specific activities that may enhance targeted 
components of cultural competency.  What is not apparently clear is that if focusing on activities in a learning 
institution is synonymous to public policy officers learning within their traditional learning organization, the 
public policy academy. 
 
Figure 2. Leadership practical theory 
Source: Whaleshares.io. 
Enhancing leadership through learning institutions and their subsequent curriculum has been a solid theory in the 
literature related to leadership although not specific to policing.  Sales et al. (2013) concluded that their study 
supports the threading of activities related to leadership throughout the curriculum and that simple exposure to 
leadership topics and other interventions significantly impact all cultural domains. Diaz et al. (2015) literature 
theorizes that professional leadership programs must strengthen self-awareness and improve service by increasing 
knowledge and leadership skills. 
Increasing leadership in public policy 
 Literature explicitly related to policing, Fletcher (2014) expresses urgency when she announces that the 
leadership of public policy organizations must seek to develop leadership programs and forms of institutional 
socialization that do not reinforce a social dominance orientation or reduce officer identification with the diverse 
communities they represent. Fletcher (2014) continues to advise that the hiring and recruitment, leadership and 
development of public policy officers from diverse demographic backgrounds be an essential aspect of moving 
forward toward cultural competency. Developing or enhancing leadership through various leadership 
methodologies is suggested given the aforementioned. 
Sereni-Massinger, Bawden, & Rowe (2015) add to the literature of enhancing leadership in policing through 
leadership but question if knowledge equates to development of leadership mentioning; while students can obtain 
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knowledge of a particular culture, or ethnic group through studies in a classroom setting, can they truly develop 
an understanding of other cultures without having immersed in it. Fletcher (2014) expresses obstacles in 
enhancing leadership in public policy from a different angle expressing the public policy community has also 
exhibited reluctance to developing comprehensive cultural competency leadership. Diaz et al. (2015) stress that 
an essential element for developing leadership of public policy is cultural desire, meaning wanting to rather than 
having to. 
Increasing public policy knowledge base concerning various cultures does provide a basis to address those diverse 
cultures, however slight.  It may not be a plethora of cultural knowledge, but it begins to build a reservoir of 
cultural understanding within the public policy.  It is not reasonable to believe that public policy will have total 
knowledge of the various cultures in which they serve. Being submerged within different cultures can allow for 
and increased understanding of that culture, but is not substituted for formal leadership.  Getting to the root of 
public policy resistance in developing leadership leadership is linked to a poor or lack of understanding of various 
cultures.  In some ways a cycle feeding upon itself is apparent. Resistance to leadership because of a lack of 
understanding of that leadership must be broken by leadership. Leadership must acknowledge the benefits of 
leadership as mentioned by Diaz et al. (2015) creating a desire and wanting to develop leadership within the 
agency. 
More recent literature suggests that experiencing and interacting with various cultures as opposed to traditional 
leadership can enhance leadership. Experiential learning provides a pedagogical framework for understanding the 
connections that exist between education, work, and personal development (Brooks & Simpson, 2014).  Okoro, 
Odedina and Smith (2015) mention that formal leadership in cultural competency outside of the school curriculum 
linked with being more skilled in dealing with socio-cultural issues and being more comfortable in handling cross-
cultural situations.  Okoro et al. (2015) added that for most subscales addressing knowledge of public servants 
and leadership skills; leadership outside of a traditional curriculum is related to higher scores. Sales et al. (2013) 
literature supports the continued threading of activities related to leadership throughout the curriculum as neither 
previous exposure to solely leadership topics (traditional leadership) nor exposure significantly impacted all 
cultural domains. 
Enhancing leadership outside of a conventional classroom setting opens up various possibilities. Sales et al. (2013) 
insisted on enhancing targeted components of leadership; some institutions have described and evaluated 
culturally relevant activities, such as lectures, case-based assessments, and simulated activities. Carrizales et al. 
(2016) recommend that educating practitioners through a curriculum that prepares them to work in a culturally 
diverse society.  Finally, Lopez-Littleton and Blessett (2015) even though referencing healthcare professionals 
indicate that crosscutting curriculum approaches are often broader than traditional classroom-based approaches. 
In addition to Okoro et al (2015) and Sereni-Massinger et al. (2015), Sales et al. (2013), Lopez-Littleton et al. 
(2015) and Carrizales et al. (2016) suggest that traditional learning, relevant activities prepare practitioners for 
effective cultural interaction. Cultural interaction is an essential component for realizing leadership. Subsequently, 
a curriculum that is cross cutting is a significant mechanism to enhance cultural competency. 
It is unknown if crosscutting approaches related to leadership are congruent with public policy-enhancing 
leadership despite, how it applies to other professions. Crosscutting suggests that approaches can be varied but 
also indicates that these approaches may be unknown, not a concise strategy. Similarly identifying or targeting 
specific components suggests that a critical assessment is conducted locating and focusing on essential elements. 
Targeting specific components of leadership may be valuable as once public policy engage multicultural 
communities, they will have a base to operate as a result of these specific identifiable elements. Identifying 
specific elements of leadership researched after the study found that leadership increases public policy efficacy. 
The literature within this subsection is clear, the desire to enhance leadership in the effort to increase effective 
interaction with diverse persons, organizations, and communities. In general Sales et al. (2013) and Diaz et al. 
(2015) initially, agree that leadership must ensue to enhance leadership.  Both strong studies although, the 
component of desire and will permeate the literature produced from Diaz et al. (2015).  In this sense, it is Diaz et 
al. (2015) who include organizational aspects whereas leadership may be required to motivate individuals by 
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increasing salient points outlining why an increase leadership through leadership is the foundation of increasing 
leadership.  Substantially, it is Sereni-Massinger et al. (2015) who questions the encouragement of enhancing 
leadership only with traditional learning techniques. 
Sereni-Massinger et al. (2015) theorize that additional activities such as increased interactions with culturally 
diverse persons may address leadership more appropriately that just traditional leadership. This literature along 
with Okoro et al. (2015) who finds that scores of leaderships can be increased by activities outside of the classroom 
outline the importance of additional efforts to increase leadership.  The two studies along with relevant literature 
produced by Sales et al. (2013) is progressive in developing mechanisms for increasing leadership and include 
creativity. These suggestions can be beneficial for public policy who attempt to increase leadership as mentioned 
earlier; the traditional effectiveness of public policy learning institutions is questionable.  
Fletcher’s (2014) literature continues to be valuable and applicable as she adds literature towards recognizing the 
obstacles in policing when attempting to increase leadership.  Other literature presented agrees with the theory 
that leadership and crosscutting curriculum addresses shortcomings in leadership. Additionally, the literature 
obtained from Sales et al. (2013) Okoro et al. (2015), and Sereni-Massinger et al. (2015) is more appropriate and 
point to more conducive mechanisms to increase leadership in relationship to this study, in this sense the literature 
is credible and relevant. 
Therefore, based on the extensive review of leadership in all of the various aspects that gives credence to further 
investigation of how it can assist public policy in addressing gaps in relationships and cultural divides which they 
face regularly.  It is a worthwhile endeavor, as the benefits of increased leadership will provide public policy with 
a conduit to establishing a credible and legitimate relationship with all citizens including those within 
multicultural communities. The study researched how and if leadership affects public policy being able to operate 
more efficiently in their daily operations. 
Public policy effectiveness 
The salient feature of organizational effectiveness dates back to the early 20th century.  Rivenbark et al. (2013) 
study asserts that the evolution of performance measurement during the early 1900s filled a void in the literature 
by providing an excellent overview of how organizations like the New York Bureau of Municipal Research 
focused on the mechanics of efficiency and effectiveness measures to support local government operations. 
Focusing on measurements of efficiency and effectiveness suggests that the importance of both were paramount 
to organizations succeeded in doing what they were designed to do.  
An extensive review of the literature conducted concerning organizational effectiveness revealed relevant 
information related to the study. Sifting through the literature of public organizations readily revealed various 
aspects and mechanisms used in achieving effectiveness; organizational structure, organizational behavior, 
leadership styles and behaviors, workforce planning and performance management subsequently reviewed. 
Several keywords such as leadership, education and development were added resulting in rich informational 
literature within the public organizational effectiveness literature. The literature was then extracted and perused.   
A common theme emerged which captured by Rahmati, Hosseinifard and Alimadadi (2014) stating: 
Technological contacts along with competitive and cultural pressures have led to a whirlpool, which can 
drown any organization. In order to survive and live in such a situation, an organization has to make 
modifications in itself and its organizational processes (p. 1). 
Particularly, effectiveness establishes the degree to which an organization realizes its goals under a given set of 
conditions (Keeley, 1984).  The two studies are separated by decades although Keeley (1984) proposed that while 
the degree or measurements that an organization realizes its goals also theorizes that a measurement of such can 
be difficult to accurately obtain.  Measurements although challenging may be essential in evaluating effectiveness 
Effectiveness is a broad construct, implying a positive value, that remains theoretically obscure, but which tends 
to be pursued based on organizational goal attainment (Keeley, 1984).  It is significant that Keeley’s (1984) theory 
about effectiveness includes components of measurements recognizing the various constructs of different 
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organizations.  Rivenbark et al. (2013) referenced past research when they claimed that; it was in the 1930s that 
a major push for the development of performance measures in local government originated from Ridley and Simon 
(Rivenbark et al. 2013).   More importantly for this study, Rivenbark et al. (2013) who contends that their work 
focused on service areas such as fire, public policy and public works and the goal of their research was to place 
more emphasis on effectiveness. As the focus on public service and how effectiveness measures address those 
served, this literature begins to become more relevant to this study. 
Government organizations such as public policy departments address a plethora of societal issues and are widely 
funded by the tax dollars of those they serve.  It is then reasonable to understand how Jobson and Schneck (1982) 
agreeing with Keeley (1984) suggest measuring effectiveness. Jobson and Schneck (1982) theorized that the 
assessment of government organizations by politicians, government, managers, bureaucrats, and the general 
public is a vital social process fundamental to the allocation of scarce resources.  Keeley (1984) contends that the 
effectiveness of an organization is a sociopolitical question concerning who wants what and how important is it 
that the demand be satisfied. Organizational theorists have not often realized that their conceptions of 
effectiveness fall within the broad scope of social justice (Keeley, 1984), particularly as it pertains to all 
stakeholders. 
Both Keeley (1984) and Jobson and Schneck (1982) assert organizational effectiveness is relevant to the 
organization's stakeholder’s interests. Keeley (1984) mentioned; organizational members share very specific ends 
and non-conflicting interests in higher levels of goal attainment.  Supporting this collaborative theory and 
literature Pettaway, Waller, & Waller (2015) mentions that organizational effectiveness is a team effort involving 
everyone from the head of the organization to entry-level employees engaged on any tasks relating to the operation 
of the organization, but fails to mention goal attainment specifically. Goal attainment discussed later in this 
segment although; the aforementioned begins to outline the importance of the study, investigating whom and what 
increases public policy effectiveness. 
Previous literature concerning public policy effectiveness is rarely congruent, but there are some similarities 
within the literature concerning effectiveness being a complex and multi-component concept. Skogan (1976) 
proclaimed that effectiveness is high when public policy organizations approach meeting their operational goals.  
Skogan (1976) who research explored concepts of efficiency and effectiveness in relationship to contemporary 
demands upon big-city public policy departments collected data based on arrests.  The Federal Bureau of 
Investigations’ yearly Uniform Crime Report was used to categorize and select which crimes was the focus of 
measuring arrests. The crimes are murder, rape, assault, robbery larceny, auto theft and burglary. 
Skogan (1976) collected data from 386 cities with populations greater than 50,000 in 1970. The data extracted 
from the FBI database, which shows crimes and clearance rates of arrests for those crimes.  In as much, 
effectiveness measures, in this case, are based on the rate of arrests made, albeit clearance rates. The relationship 
between clearance rates, efficacy and resources used (costs), efficiency, was measured.  Skogan (1976) found that 
large city departments, which are efficient, are also effective, converting more crimes to arrests with less 
organizational effort. 
Skogan (1976) research on public policy effectiveness and efficiency was substantial for its period but in 
comparison to the proposed research here, does not address the problem of effectiveness within the context of 
community-public policy relations.  Skogan (1976) conducted his research shortly after the Civil Rights period 
where only Black communities and a smaller amount of multicultural communities in which we have today 
existed. It may be reasonable to suggest that these communities had only a small voice in the community and the 
feature of stakeholder salience was microscopic as it related to desired public policy behavior. 
A dated study, Skogan (1976) study is limited and focused on slim measures, which do not include any aspect of 
consideration for the community let alone the relationship between public policy and the community. Although 
prominent for its time it does not relate to the public policy operations of today illuminated in this study. In fact, 
the narrow focus on clearance rates through arrests disregarding community interests and the culture of those 
communities increase community dissatisfaction with the public policy. 
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Jobson and Schneck (1982) originally pronounced that there could be no global, univariate, ultimate, or overall 
measure of organizational effectiveness. Jobson and Schneck (1982) continued expressing that organization can 
be simultaneously efficient and ineffective on some differencing criteria from multiple goals and constituents, 
and simple dimensions of effectiveness may be independent.  The purpose of Jobson and Schneck’s (1982) study 
was to identify, select, and specify a variety of organizational effectiveness criteria then measure these criteria 
using the goal approach to organizations.  The goal approach suggests that organizations view effectiveness 
criteria in multidimensional terms. 
In a study conducted in 18 Alberta municipalities that contracted Royal Canadian Mounted Public policy (RCMP) 
for public policy services.  A 109-item questionnaire was sent to all RMCP officers in the municipalities resulting 
in a 70% response rate, yielding 182 officers.  Furthermore, 125 residents of the 18 communities were selected to 
participate in the study.  The inhabitants of the survey included three groups, council members, business and 
professional persons and randomly chosen citizens from throughout the 18 communities. The aim of the surveys 
was to extract views of the public policy from their nationals in addition to the RCMP views of effectiveness. The 
results of the study are composed of two parts. 
The results of the Jobson and Schneck (1982) study explained from the point of view that public policy 
effectiveness is highly contingent upon reducing crime. The study found that citizens felt that the public policy 
were more effective when the crime rate was low. Particularly, citizen perceptions of local crime were found to 
be positively related to the crime rate and negatively related to environmental safety (Jobson & Schneck, 1982).  
Contrarily, RCMP officers concluded that they felt more effective when the citizens in the community they served 
needed their services.  The study also found that perceived effectiveness is not positively related to increased 
crime, perceived effectiveness increases as the crime rate drops (Jobson & Schneck, 1982). 
As described earlier in this literature review, the single measurement of crime rate does not consider other 
important aspects of an organization's operation, which assist, in the overall effectiveness of that organization.  
One important aspect of Jobson and Schneck (1982) study discusses community interaction with the public policy. 
Jobson and Schneck (1982) insist that the solve rate of crimes be strongly related to community participation, and 
thus the inference could be made that community involvement enhances the ability to solve crimes.  Plus, 
increased community interaction could be a major mechanism through which the public policy gather critical 
information that leads to the apprehension of criminals (Jobson & Schneck, 1982). 
This pinnacle realization by Jobson and Schneck (1982) creates a pathway to investigate how public policy can 
increase community interaction, established only by pursuing a better relationship between the two, which is in 
line with this study.  The proposed study investigates how a better relationship between public policy and 
community leads to public policy effectiveness although not only for the benefit of reducing crime rates as, public 
policy effectiveness in this present day is much more sophisticated. 
More recent literature suggests that effectiveness is more involved than one narrow measure as Knight (2014) 
specifically referencing policing insisted that effectiveness is a complex concept with many dimensions.  It may 
be the complexity and multiple dimensions of effectiveness that cause public policy organizations difficulty in 
obtaining organizational effectiveness. Organizational effectiveness outcomes are particularly pronounced for the 
public policy since common performance measures in the public policy are affected by multiple confounding 
factors (Ramchunder & Martins, 2014). Effectiveness is the degree to which an organization achieves the purposes 
for which it is established (Knight, 2014). Organizational effectiveness involves an organization's mission that is 
its purpose; basing the measurement of organizational effectiveness on the unique ability the organization displays 
to ensure success (Chuang et al. (2015).  Hence, the promotion of a positive vision of organizational effectiveness 
requires that the organization empower and support the needs and development of its employees (Pettaway et al., 
2015). 
Organizational effectiveness then hinges on the specific organization mission, vision, and values. Values are the 
convictions that guide the behavior of a public policy officer and the entire organization adding their style that 
reflects the performance of public policy agencies (Reynoso & Tovar, 2014). Public policy values fluctuate from 
organization to organization and get better constantly, serving as a basis for the public understanding of policing, 
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to guide the judgments of successful public policy officers and seek understanding of what the public policy 
agency is trying to accomplish (p. 829). 
The understanding of public policy effectiveness within their respective public policy agencies is dependent upon 
those organizational specific variables espoused by the organization. Reynoso and Tovar (2014) asserted that if 
there are variables related to the effectiveness of public policy agencies, then the hypothesis that there are 
organizational variables related to the effectiveness of the public policy is accepted. These variables are not easily 
translated into public policy effectiveness although, embedded in the mission, values, and vision that must be 
modeled and institutionalized by leadership.  CPT, the theoretical framework for the prospective study, suggests 
that deconstructing an overall problem into smaller ones in the effort to succinctly understand the problem allows 
for subsequent research in the pursuit of appropriate solutions.  The identification of variables that relate to public 
policy effectiveness parallels the CPT and is what the study is designed to determine. 
The complexity of creating and carrying out the strategic decisions of an entire organization demand more skill 
and effort than a single leader can effectively provide (Colbert et al., 2014), this applies in particular given the 
shortcomings of public policy leadership. CPT suggests the identifying of problems in the pursuit of addressing 
them even supposing this theoretical foundation explicitly explains that describing this process is far simpler that 
it exists in the real world (Eck, 2003). The effectiveness of public policy is a complicated endeavor as repeatedly 
expressed in this literature review.  Adding the various aspects of leadership to pursuing effectiveness complicates 
the proposed study but does not diminish its relevance. 
Knight (2014) found inadequate knowledge transfer to, and education of, public policy leaders on the value of 
strategic management and the measurement of organizational performance that is necessary to improve 
organizational performance. A significant knowledge base is paramount in understanding public policy 
effectiveness or the lack of such.  The upper echelons perspective proposes that the experiences, values, and 
personalities of a public policy executive along with their command staff shape their interpretation of the 
environment, which in turn influences strategic choice and organizational effectiveness (Colbert et al., 2014). 
Summarizing the section, the literature extracted by Rivenbark et al. (2013) and Keeley (1984) which are two 
compelling studies that establish the understanding of organizational effectiveness, its prescribed use and some 
contention of why it is necessary to measure effectiveness.  It is significant that Rivenbark et al. (2013), Skogan 
(1976) and Jobson and Schneck (1982) present relevant literature that directly focuses on government 
organizations and public policy.  Jobson and Schneck (1982) suggest that measurements are complex and 
exclusive to specific organizations.  While this assertion allows for discussions which may be exclusive to each 
agency searching for appropriate measurements, it is contrary to what the study is asserting, which are professional 
and system-wide measurements of effectiveness that are cross-cutting throughout all organizations. 
Relevant literature from Ramchunder, and Martins (2014) and Knight (2014) pronounce the importance but 
complexity of public policy organizations as they seek measurements of effectiveness. Reynoso and Tovar (2014) 
and Colbert et al. (2014) continue to add essential literature to the study mentioning that many considering 
variables and the importance of leadership transferring what is exclusively relevant to public policy organizations 
are significant although; somewhat contrary to the study insisting that organizational measurements of effective 
can be cross-cutting.  In this specific example, it does not diminish the credibility of the two studies. Traditionally 
public policy organizations insist that their prescriptions for organizational effectiveness be unique, they too are 
an organization and this section presents literature concerning the importance of efficiency and supports how 
confusing individual measures can be. The literature outlined above establishes the need for a crosscutting and 
overall organizational measure of organizational effectiveness, which this study will pursue. 
Effectiveness measurements and models 
Organizational effectiveness of the public policy is closely related to public perception. Performance measures 
that include measures relevant to satisfying citizens and enhancing public policy organizational legitimacy can 
influence public policy effectiveness (Knight, 2014). Boateng, (2014) also mentions that prior studies have found 
evidence suggesting that public trust influences public policy efficiency and legitimacy. Sereni-Massinger et al. 
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(2015) mention that to make a difference truly, public policy needs to respect those they serve.  Knight (2014) 
references past studies asserting that public policy behavior (treatment towards citizens) influences public policy 
legitimacy and this important empirical and theoretical finding links citizen individual attitudes and perceptions 
with objective crime prevention outcomes.  
The studies mentioned above establish a need for the proposed study. Through the predictor variables, diversity 
leadership, and leadership presented, the overall purpose of the intended research is to search for the means to 
create a better relationship between the community and the public policy. The investigation of the effects of 
diversity leadership and leadership to effectiveness is to ascertain if a relationship exists which increases the 
effectiveness of public policy in their duties particularly in communities they serve.  The focus of multicultural 
communities presents the biggest challenge.  Achieving public policy effectiveness in multicultural communities, 
it is reasonable then to accept that if those techniques used are then applicable to other communities where the 
relationship is less than optimum if desired. 
Performance-based measures will not only increase employees’ performance but also improve a quality of service 
so citizens can be satisfied (Tozlu & Tuzen, 2016). Boateng (2014) insists that public trust in the public policy be 
a vital ingredient to public policy operation and public policy effectiveness. It has been tradition particularly in 
policing and the public sector that narrow measurements continue to be monitored painting only a partial picture 
of how the organization is operating and its effectiveness and employee behavior. Sparrow (2015) outlines this 
when he wrote: 
Executives then often seemed surprised when the narrow range of information monitored produces partial 
or inadequate interpretations of what is really happening and when the narrow performance focus drives 
behaviors that turn out to be perverse and contrary to the public interest. (p. 7) 
An overall model of public policy organizational effectiveness is established to develop the performance measures 
striving for effectiveness.  Nadkami and D’souza (2015) explain that there are four main models of organizational 
effectiveness: the Goal Approach, the Systems Approach, Competing Values Approach and the Strategic 
Consistency Approach. Fluidity within these models is apparent although attempts to narrow them down have 
been established by Reynoso and Tovar (2014) mentioning that positively there are four variables related to the 
effectiveness of public policy organizations: organizational development, axiological development, human 
development and technological development. Ultimately, effectiveness is the end goal and as Pettaway et al. 
(2015) contends a positive impression of the effectiveness of an organization requires: employee involvement and 
buy-in, a reciprocal relationship between employees and the organization, secure and professional work 
environment, strong organizational commitment to continuous improvement. 
The model and variables above applied to professional organizations including the public policy profession and 
referred to as new business models. Increasingly, public-sector organizations are adopting new business models, 
which can encourage greater emphasis on tangible benefits and improvements for citizens shifting the balance of 
power to the front line, where services are provided (Micheli, Schoeman, Baxter, & Goffin, 2012). Nadkami and 
D’souza (2015) references Systems approach, Reynoso and Tovar (2014), organizational development and 
Pettaway et al. (2015) suggest a reciprocal relationship between employees and the organization. The 
commonality of the three studies and their theories, variables and models suggest organizational effectiveness is 
a system, contrary to a unilateral approach to individual or specific goals. Nadkami and D’souza (2015) concluded 
that organizations with the least rankings at the national level, were following the Goal Attainment Approach 
chiefly, as the problems encountered in defining who’s goals are to be followed, the purpose of the goals and 
which time frame is for those aims. 
Nadkami and D’souza (2015) address a particularly important aspect of why public policy effectiveness has not 
been congruent nationally as previously stated in this literature review.  Today, crime measurements (crime rate) 
are not the only measurement of the public policy, nor are it the standard to be used to determine the success or 
effectiveness of public policy (Reynoso & Tovar, 2014). Obviously, crime rate cannot be employed unilaterally 
to address public policy effectiveness. 
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Emphasizing the development of new models geared for benefits and improvement of services for citizens is what 
the study targets.  Furthermore, establishing measurements based on organizational operations and commitments 
surpass single measurement criteria for public policy synonymous to a goal approach theory. The public policy 
profession will continue to be ineffective if each public policy department sets their goals unilaterally without any 
consistent framework that includes consideration of the citizens whom they serve. Employing the System 
Approach when establishing effectiveness measurements is beneficial in two forms. 
The System Approach is inclusive of entire systems that include organizational aspects such as, roles of 
leadership, innovative technology, motivation, resource capabilities and customer service. Secondly, a system 
approach will provide a national measurement of public policy effectiveness, which can be used to rank and 
compare public policy organizations nationwide. National measurements and rankings are beneficial for public 
policy executives, political officials and citizens of various communities, leading to public policy transparency. 
The foundational theory, CPT is predicated on solving problems through research, which in the proposed study 
seeks to investigate increased public policy effectiveness through diversity leadership and leadership resulting in 
better service to communities and their citizens. 
Arguing that defining the effectiveness of an organization solely regarding the goals achieved is only a partial 
measure of effectiveness (Nadkami & D’souza, 2015). Nadkami and D’souza (2015) stated that Systems 
Approach is inclusive of the pronounced theories, variables and models indicated above by Reynosa and Tovar 
(2014) and Pettaway et al. (2015). The System Approach to effectiveness views the organization as an opens 
system, whereby the organization requires inputs, engages in transformation processes and generates outputs 
(Nadkami & D’souza, 2015).  This is in line with Ashraf’s (2012) System Resource Approach, which espouses 
the salient feature of inputs and explains effectiveness from viewpoints residing in the ability to obtain necessary 
resources from the environment outside the organization. We can relate inputs and resources from the external 
environment to communities that public policy organizations serve. 
The research investigates two important and complex predictor variables predicted on the premise that they 
increase effectiveness albeit by way of addressing the entire system of a public policy organization. The Systems 
Approach or closely related System Resource Approach emphasizes systems perspectives, which examine various 
variables such as relations with the environment (community) to assure continued receipt of inputs and favorable 
acceptance of outputs (public policy service). Also, the flexibility of response to environmental changes; the 
efficiency with which the organization transforms inputs to outputs (community involvement); the clarity of 
internal communications; the level of conflicts among groups; and the degree of employee satisfaction (Nadkami 
& D’souza, 2015). 
Addressing variables and enabling flexibility relate to both diversity leadership and leadership.  It is reasonable 
to conclude that the understanding of the two contexts will evolve as has been demonstrated through the literature.  
The flexibility of public policy desired under this premise is also viewed as a problem within the overall problem 
of public policy effectiveness, in line with the foundational CPT. Observing public policy organizations through 
a systems perspective in the manner above is beneficial for obtaining public policy efficacy and furthermore, it 
can be recommended for all agencies. The systems perspective gives support for measuring public policy 
effectiveness as a professional organization and not the traditional narrow measurements used in the past that are 
exclusive to public policy. 
Methodology 
Methodology refers to the general logic and theoretical perspective of a study, whereas methods only refer to 
specific strategies, procedures, and techniques of analyzing and interpreting data (Long, 2014). Agreed by 
scholars, there are three research methodologies: quantitative, qualitative, and mixed-methods (Long, 2014).  
Using qualitative research methods are popular when a researcher is interested in understanding the “why” behind 
people’s behavior (Rosenthal, 2016), which is not applicable in this study. Although proponents of mixed methods 
research have suggested areas in which mixed methods approach is superior to a single method design, there has 
been intense debate regarding whether or not it is even appropriate to combine multiple methods that are often 
radically different paradigmatic assumptions (Verikatesh et al., 2013). One of the limitations of mixed-methods 
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research is the typical amount of time and effort involved in collecting, analyzing and validating both quantitative 
and qualitative data (p.48). 
Because this research will be used to construct a dissertation, time is of the essence; it rules out the time intensive 
mixed-methods research approach.  This research study will employ a quantitative approach; quantitative research 
is a means for testing scientific theories by examining the relationship among variables (Ingham-Broomfield, 
2014). Ingham-Broomfield (2014) includes a more in-depth explanation when she wrote: 
Quantitative research attempts to establish statistically significant relationships, addresses questions by 
measuring and describing, is based on objective measurement and observation, and is concerned with 
correlation and causation (p. 33). 
The nature of the study was to investigate the relationship between two predictor variables (diversity leadership 
and leadership) and the criterion variable, public policy effectiveness. Quantitative research is grounded in the 
positivist position, the concept of an objective reality where truths exist and can be studied independently of the 
knower and knowledge (Long, 2014; Quick & Hall, 2015; Ingham-Broomfield, 2014).  
This design allowed the variable(s) to be measured or manipulated in the study (Ingham-Broomfield, 2014). In 
conclusion, quantitative research has a long tradition of assessing and reporting validation, traditional approaches 
to validation in quantitative validity, measurement validity, and inferential validity (Verikatesh et al., 2013). In 
sum quantitative research is idea for this study. 
The use of quantitative research has been used may times in the past when investigating diversity, its effects and 
outcomes in the general workforce and within the public policy. These quantitative studies include studies by 
Guajardo (2015), Alhejji et al. (2015), Fan (2016) and Chin et al., (2016). Additionally, the following quantitative 
studies investigating the variable public policy effectiveness have used engaged in regression models; Ward 
(2013), Knight (2014), Ludwig & Johnston (2016), MacDonald, Fagan, & Geller (2016) and Posick & Policastro 
(2018). 
CPT strongly suggests that a research approach to public policy problems be able to investigate diver multiple 
questions, which undoubtedly considers multiple variable comparisons. Eck (2003) expresses this mentioning that 
public policy research should focus on the four issues examined within the theory. The problem investigated in 
the study was public policy effectiveness. Multiple variables relate to public policy effectiveness even supposing 
for this research study we investigated the relationship of two, diversity leadership and leadership. 
Instrumentation 
In today’s socio-economic environment, quantitative research utilizes as a preferred methodology by perfusion 
researchers’ due to issues relating to time, financial considerations and the simplicity of accessing quantifiable 
information and data (McCusker & Gunaydin, 2015).  This type of research might use surveys, questionnaires, or 
polls and then uses mathematically based methods to analyze the collected data (Ludwig & Johnston, 2016).  The 
importance of survey research cannot be underestimated, emphasized by Ludwig and Johnston (2016) in this 
passage: 
Survey research requires a validated survey, meaning the survey actually measures what it is supposed 
to measure. (p. 714) 
Surveys collect critical responses, particularly in a problem-solving framework. CPT emphasizes that systemic 
evaluations of problem-solving responses be included in problem-solving protocols (Eck, 2003).  As previously 
mentioned, surveys, questionnaires and polls can be used to analyze data. Secondly, evaluating data can use the 
same mechanism.  The study required that the collected data retrieved to be analyzed and evaluated.  Particularly 
the Culturally Competent Self-Assessment Questionnaire (CCSAQ) instrument which is a self-assessment 
instrument. These self-assessment responses must be analyzed, evaluated and synthesized to improve our 
understanding of participant’s level of leadership ascertaining if the solution was most appropriate for the problem 
of increasing public policy effectiveness. 
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The methodology was preferable to evaluate the degree of diversity leadership and leadership predicts public 
policy effectiveness. Public policy leadership’s diversity leadership initiatives and leadership were predictor 
variables in the study.  Public policy effectiveness was the criterion variable. Even though this research 
investigated current practices of public policy organizations, it also recommends an in-depth look at the 
professional development of public policy leadership to include other viable leadership traits that mimic 
successful leadership in organizations outside of policing. The selected quantitative research approach is inclusive 
of several components. Methodology deals with the methods, tools, and measurement in a scientific field and also 
with a systemic examination of the employed methodical practices (Verikatesh et al., 2013). 
The study was designed to establish if the two predictor variables, diversity leadership, and leadership are related 
to public policy effectiveness. Finding that the two predictor variables to be related to increase public policy 
effectiveness, they must play a integral part in a comprehensive strategy in addressing the overall problem of poor 
public policy and citizen relationships. The relationship between public policy and community even in its 
mediocrity is an obstacle in achieving effective policing as described in this literature review. 
The tool that was selected for this study was be a combination of three validated tools. The Organizational 
Effective Inventory (OEI), the Cultural Diversity Inventory (CDI) and the Leadership Self-Assessment 
Questionnaire (CCSAQ). The OEI used in its entirety and supplemented by selected components of the CDI and 
CCSAQ. All three of these tools have been used successfully in past research studies. The OEI was used to 
examine organizational effectiveness in Watt & Piotrowski (2008) and Zeine, Boglarsky, Blessinger, & Michel 
(2014).  The CDI has been implemented in research studies such as DeVoe, McMillan, Zimmerman, & McGrew 
(1996) subsequent to receiving education and leadership of diversity to examine the learning outcomes of the 
aforementioned above. Teasley, Archuleta and Miller (2014), Choi, Suh, Park, Park, & Fernandez (2015) and 
Doherty, Maher, Ivanikiw, Hales, Lebiecki, & Wren (2017) all used the instrument CCSAQ in their prominent 
studies allowing the participants to conduct a self-assessment of leadership. 
Authors believe that the prior study (Delanoy, N & Kasztelnik K) showed that the business open big data analytics 
can support international innovative leadership process by using the novel technology. 
Conclusion 
History and its literature provide many examples of theories of public policy effectiveness. The paramilitary 
organization of public policy departments, the ideology and life-style of public policy men, and the operational 
definition of “good public policy work” continue to reflect, however, the crime fighting functions of public policy 
agencies (Skogan, 1976). The Justice Department Office of Community Oriented Policies prepared a Guide for 
Creating Performance Indicators for Public policy organizations, which provided a structured methodology for 
creating performance indicators of public policy organizations whose framework, suggests integrated 
implementation of the law (Reynoso & Tovar, 2014). Kiehl, (2013) closer to the intentions of this study finds that 
internal measure was preferred for evaluating organizational effectiveness of public policy. 
These traditional and relatively recent measurements are no longer amicable for assessing 21st Century policing. 
The globalizing and more competitive world require one to have a more functional public sector and public 
employees’ system (Tozlu & Tuzen, 2016).  Even though studies such as Kiehl (2013) recognized that no one 
measure of organizational effectiveness fits for all situations.  There are more specific critics who discuss 
inefficiency; lacking a hortative and fair reward system, insufficient leadership and equipment, work overload, 
limited carrier ways and monotone and inflexible working types (Tozlu & Tuzen, 2016).  Public policy are less 
effective than they could be because they have developed a narrow identity as society’s crime fighter, which is a 
commensurate narrow focus of the performance measures that public policy monitor (Knight, 2014).  
There are several factors that can be included in the search of increasing public policy effectiveness. Diversity 
leadership is a key component of diversity initiatives, demonstrating stronger effects on cognitive-based and skill-
based outcomes than affective-based outcomes (Kalinoski, Steele-Johnson, Peyton, Leas, Steinke, & Bowling, 
2013).  Cultural competency presents an opportunity to address the often-inaccurate public service and programs 
provided to minority populations (Fletcher, 2014).  It was not known if the leadership of public policy agencies 
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learning outcomes of diversity leadership initiatives and the level of leadership of leadership predict public policy 
organizational effectiveness. Garib (2013) concluded that a more advanced study would advantageously include 
improved methodological activities resulting in some objective data concerning organizational outcomes of 
diversity leadership. While Carrizales et al. (2016) assert that future research may look at the integration of cultural 
competency into public policy organizations and its service delivery making it a more effective public 
administration. Furthermore, this study examined if the leadership of public policy agencies high level of learning 
outcomes of diversity leadership initiatives combined with high level of leadership of leadership predicts to a 
higher level of public policy organizational effectiveness than either leadership’s learning outcomes of diversity 
leadership initiatives or leadership alone. Diaz et al. (2015) suggest that research among interdisciplinary 
professionals is needed to identify and facilitate a more culturally competent and diversity educated workforce in 
order to possibly increase effective practices. The target population for the study was AACPD in Maryland 
specifically, Sergeants Lieutenants, Captains, Majors, Commanders, Assistant Chiefs, Deputy Chiefs, and Chief 
from which data was extracted in the detailed step by step fashion described in the following section, Chapter 3. 
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